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Known as the ‘cradle of Spain’s imagination’, Barcelona is
a city continually reinventing itself, a wonderful canvass
for all things art. Gothic structures meet whimsical Catalan
architecture, historic museums and modern galleries clash
against grungy displays of street art; and feats of culinary
artistry are exhibited across a plethora of buzzing tapas bars
and Michelin-starred restaurants.
Catalonia’s capital also offers sun-drenched Mediterranean
beaches, perfect for taking a stroll, swimming, stand-up
paddle boarding, and more. In October, the days are mild and
the nights are cool - perfect for exploring the many delights
Barcelona offers on a platter.
Stroll along waterfront Barceloneta, the pedestrian-only
shopping street of La Rambla, wander through the narrow
lanes and courtyards of the gothic quarter and tour Gaudí’s
majestic Sagrada Família and his other unique creations.
Barcelona’s nights hold endless possibilities — linger over
regional wine and paella at Barcelona’s bohemian bars, enjoy
a relaxing cocktail at a chiringuito, or enjoy Barcelona’s vibrant
and eclectic live music scene.
The academic program has always been the centrepiece
of our conferences, but an equally important element is the
networking activities we organise outside the professional
program. The interaction facilitated by CPE Conferences’ social
programs have established an increased camaraderie between
professionals of all backgrounds and specialties, a mutual
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referring of clients and access to professional resources which
previously would have been either inaccessible or unknown.
Many retired professionals still attend CPE’s conferences due
to the continued exchange with like-minded individuals.

PROPOSED NETWORKING EVENTS
In the past, we have included an evening tapas tour. We also
hope to include a walking tour of the gothic quarter, a day trip
to Montserrat and a sunset cruise.

CONFERENCE VENUES
Academic Sessions: TBA**
Accommodation: TBA**
A hotel summary with available accommodation options and
rates is available from the conference team - book early to
avoid disappointment.

With the comforts of Crystal Serenity to call home, ‘Costa del
Sol’ offers a wonderful experience that could rival any itinerary
on the other side of the Mediterranean. We commence our
conference@sea by embracing the cosmopolitan capital
of Spain’s Catalonia region—Barcelona—a celebration of
history and heir to Greek, Phoenician, Roman, Carthaginian,
Gothic and Arab cultural legacies. It was the home of Picasso,
Miró, Dali, Casals and Gaudí and has been described as a
Mediterranean Manhattan, a cosmopolitan centre for political
ideas and artistic movements.
From Valencia, venture to the renowned winemaking region
of Utiel-Requena not only to discover delightful vineyards
but also to craft your own wine under the tutelage of a wine
expert. Combine city history with equestrian traditions with
Alicante’s Medieval Alcoy & Menorquin Horse Show; or mingle
with the locals at the beautiful Atarazanas central market of
Malaga, where you will shop for tasty ingredients to be used
during a cooking class, followed by lunch of the dishes you
prepare. Treat yourself to a relaxing soak and massage at the
authentic Arabian Hamman Baths in Cadiz; or explore the
heights, caves and tunnels of ‘the rock’ in Gibraltar.
We conclude our conference cruise in Lisbon, where beauty
can be found in both the grit and glamour. With seven
colourful hillsides of white walls and copper rooftops, Lisbon
is a picture-perfect panorama of old world glamour mixed in
with grungy street art and a maze of tram tracks.

The academic program has always been the centrepiece
of our conferences, but an equally important element is the
networking activities we organise outside the professional
program. In order to take advantage of the networking
prospects available we encourage all delegates to share
their professional details and bring business cards to this
conference.

PROPOSED NETWORKING EVENTS
A welcome drinks and dinner will be organised in Barcelona
on the first night of the conference. Further excursions will be
arranged by and payable to Crystal Cruises.

CONFERENCE VENUES & CRUISE BOOKING
Academic Sessions: On board the Crystal Serenity
Accommodation (pre-cruise): TBA**
Your cruise suite must be booked with CPE Travel in
order to register for this conference. A brochure with the full
cruise itinerary and rates is available through your CPE Travel
professional - book early to avoid disappointment.
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CONFERENCE REGISTRATION FEES

ACADEMIC PROGRAM

$1,345
$1,145
$945

CPE Conferences’ success as a quality CPD provider is not
based on a formula. Instead we offer an exciting kaleidoscope
of internationally crafted academic and social programs
perfected over the last 23 years by a team of professionals,
for professionals.

Per conference, per delegate (AUD)

$945

Single conference registration
Multiple conferences/delegates registration
Emeritus registration
(delegates retired from all forms of practice)
Speaker registration
(approved speakers only)

Cruise bookings must be made with CPE Travel in order to
be eligible to register for cruise conferences. Conference
registration is nonrefundable but transferable to another
conference within 12 months of the original conference dates.

CPE TRAVEL www.cpetravel.com
CPE Conferences highly recommend utilising the services of
our preferred travel partner CPE Travel whom we work closely
with to ensure your travel requirements are met. CPE Travel
are proud members of helloworld, the most professional and
experienced network of travel agents in Australia. With CPE
Travel you can benefit from access to this valuable network
as well as earning and burning your AMEX points on both
conference and leisure travel requirements. Be sure to
enquire about exclusive 2 for 1 packages as well as pre & post
conference options. CPE Travel Professionals can be contacted
on 07 3135 9360 or email travel@educationcpe.com.

ACCREDITATION
Our reading of the compulsory continuing professional
development (CPD) rules for all QLD, NSW, ACT, SA, TAS & VIC
Bar Associations and Law Societies is that our conferences
attract one CPD point per hour of conference session
attendance. We are also an approved QA Provider for the WA
Legal Practice Board therefore all conferences attract points for
WA solicitors and barristers. Please be aware not all conference
sessions attract points and most associations and societies
limit the amount of points claimable per conference. The HK
Law Society approves our conferences on a case by case basis
which gives lawyers from many parts of the USA continuing
education points via reciprocal arrangements.

Expect a broad and comprehensive academic program
delivered by speakers that are innovative leaders in the fields
of law, medicine, business and technology. We invite both
Australian and international speakers to present papers that
are interesting, informative and useful for all practitioners.
CPE Conferences’ academic programs include general topics as
well as those from specialised areas of law. Papers in the past
have covered medico-legal topics as well as criminal, family,
migration and administrative law, to name a few.
Our speakers share their insights with you in an informal
setting conducive to fostering an increase in both knowledge
and networking prospects as well as the enrichment of your
CPD experience. Our bespoke programs provide a dynamic,
relevant and rewarding experience that broadens the mind
through a cross-pollination of ideas, across a diverse range of
cultures and professions.
Unlike other conferences, our academic agenda remains
fluid until the commencement of the conference. This enables
us to capitalise on the educational opportunities presented
by both the location and the ever constant changes in global
current affairs and technology. You will receive the final
academic program at the welcome drinks event.
Depending on the length of the conference, academic
sessions are run a minimum of four hours per day across four
afternoons of the conference week.
For an indication of this conference’s academic program,
please request a previous academic agenda or visit our website
www.cpeconferences.com for past papers.
**subject to change.

